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Meetings held the last Wednesday of the month, Old Silhillians Rugby Club,
Knowle (Jct 5 M42)

Reminder AGM September
This is your chance to have your say and give the committee the support they deserve.

Reminder . Subscriptions are now due, and this will be your last news
letter if you do not renew.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Mulling over the minutes
The Chairman said that he had received no points for the AGM. John Roberts said that all
members should be advised in the September Newsletter (there being no Newsletter in August)
that membership was due in September. Discussion ensued about producing a comprehensive
list of Members' details although the Secretary cautioned against contravening the Data
Protection Act. The Secretary posed various questions about the forthcoming AGM and the
Chairman agreed to brief him separately: the subject should be discussed at the Committee
meeting in September. Ian reminded the Committee that, having held the post of Treasurer for
three years, he was due to stand down at the AGM but that he was offering himself for reelection.
NB. 26 Dec 12: Boxing Day Run (The Chairman questioned whether or not this should
continue as only six Austin 7s and one modern turned up last year. Ian suggested that matter
be put to the AGM for a decision; this was agreed.

I don’t need to apologise for re- using my report to the A7CA on the 90th Anniversary
Celebrations at Warwick, as I believe MA7C performed exceptionally well, as expected, with a
welcoming smile and great good humour. If you were not part of the volunteer team or you did
not get to Warwick, you missed a first class fun event.
“Whilst fewer, than anticipated, visitors took to the byways of Warwickshire and the surrounding
counties, some 200 routes were issued , around 50 for each route, and the reports were both
favourable and numerous. It is not known how many visitors took up the Warwick (town)
Wander but several MA7C members received positive feedback from those who did venture into
historic Warwick.
The location of the ‘runs distribution’ near the ‘check in’ / ‘goody bag collection area’
was ideal BUT the actual location was a nightmare for the ‘hard of foot’ and should have been
much closer to the action, on the playing field and probably where the Ice Cream van was
located.
MA7C members were also delighted to help Dorset in the somewhat daunting task
of ‘stuffing’ over 500 goody bags on the Thursday afternoon. This exercise was competed in very
short order with much humour and goodwill. We understand that Dorset may also be thinking of
a return to the Midlands to try another Wander. We look forward to welcoming them.
Considering how quickly things altered during the weekend, there can only be praise for
Messrs Charles and Son and their efforts to keep up with the changing demands for signage.
However with the benefit of hindsight, signage should perhaps have been laminated and A3 . It
may be possible to hire A3 printers and laminators but equally, it is probable that the School has
some. Just as a footnote, Sheila Turner who manages our regalia took just over £600 over three
days, definitely good for club funds!
Warwick was a great event and MA7C enjoyed it as much as anyone. Well done the teams
and very well done A7CA and participating clubs.”
Since Warwick, we have run one of the Warwickshire Wanders as many of us were involved in
organising the event in July. We are very grateful to Tony and Ros Belcher who hosted both the
start and finish.
There is a second run planned for 23rd September. This one will start in the Welford on Avon
area at 10 o’clock. For full details contact Brem , so I can advise the hosts of numbers .
Then at the end of October, we have the Autumn Leaves Run on Sunday 28th. See the entry
form elsewhere in this newsletter. Starting, as usual at the Ranch.
We have all had events cancelled this summer, which has evidently been the worst for
100 years, so why not join us at either the second Warwick Wander or the Autumn Leaves ...or
both.
Whilst I only saw a couple of MA7Cers at Beaulieu, I know there was quite a number from the
club. I trust you all had a successful few days, whether you were buying or selling.
Finally, have YOU sent your subs to John Roberts because without them, this will be your last
newsletter.
Goody two shoes here, I have sent mine in!!!

I look forward to seeing you at the AGM on Wednesday 26th September.
ATB Brem

Club Nights
 23rd September : Warwickshire Wander Take 2!

26 Sept: AGM
 6 Oct 12:
Visit to the Patrick Collection (£3 per person: names to Ian
who is organising the visit: he will issue directions)
 21 Oct 12:
Restoration Show, Stoneleigh
 28 Oct 12:
Autumn Leaves Run.
 31 Oct 12: *** Talk - A career in flying by Ian Sykes ATDC ****
 16 - 18 Nov 12: Classic Car Show, NEC( see advert later in mag)
 28 Nov 12:
Bring and Buy
 12 Dec 12:
Club Evening – Party Night (the outcome of discussions
between Elaine Devey and the Old Silhillians is awaited)
1 Jan 13: New Year's Day VSCC Rally, Much Marcle

A note from the ED.
Many thanks to all those people who gave me articles for this magazine, it
was a ”bumper crop”!
Unfortunately I am limited on the number of pages because of postage, so
some articles will appear in Octobers issue.
Also many thanks to those who have contributed over the past year and for the
support I have had.

Re MOT
Ian mentioned the scrapping of the need for pre-1960 cars to undergo a compulsory MoT test
with effect from November 2012. Whilst owners of such vehicles may put their cars through a
voluntary test, the Federation of British Historic Vehicles suggested in their latest Newsletter that
such a voluntary test would not be possible as pre-1960 cars' details will be removed from the
VOSA computer and, therefore, "will not exist". A decision on this anomaly is awaited from
FBHV.

The Bring and Buy November this year, so there is plenty of time to
sort out your shed!

Sezincote Fete by Angela Hawker

Ken Turner had invited members to Sezincote House to display our cars to add interest to the
Fete. The house was built in an Indian style with a dome and when the Prince of Wales visited he
liked the idea so much that he got his architect to change the plans for the Brighton Pavilion to
incorporate a dome

A line up of Austin Sevens with three interlopers
It was a pleasant way for a get together despite the rain.

Churchill Classic Car Meet

Classic Cars in a beautiful setting.

Angie Hawker studying the programme and others admiring the cars.

This Scout car was an unusual find.

My Austin 7 Special
(or building a Special on a shoestring) by John William Tibbetts
After I had done my National Service in the 1950’s I bought myself an MSS Velocette to get to
work and back. Shortly after it was the Suez Crisis and petrol was rationed. I thought the
allocation of coupons was not enough to get me to and from work let alone for any for pleasure
trips. On the way home from work I saw an 1931 Austin Seven for sale for £10 so I enquired at
the door and bought the car for £5 and I now had my extra petrol coupons.
Most of my Saturday afternoons were spent at the Club Races at nearby Silverstone watching the
likes of Colin Chapman in his Lotus and Jack French in Simplicity and many more whose names
I have forgotten. Also from about the age of fourteen I had bought Autosport and Motorsport so I
knew about Austin Seven Specials.
I removed the rotten body (the
roof and back section ended up
covering an old saw bench which
incidentally had once been driven
by an Austin Seven engine of
about 1928 vintage). The rolling
chassis was pushed into Gramps
old
carpenters
shop
and
everything stripped down and
cleaned. The engine was put to
one side and the front axle was
sent away to be lowered and the
springs were sent to be flattened.
The chassis was given two coats
of grey undercoat and one coat of
gloss. The brakes were overhauled and given new linings and eventually Bodenex cables were
fitted and eventually the chassis was back on its’ newly aluminium painted wheels with a wedge
under the steering box. I looked at all of the different types of bodies available but I couldn’t
afford a cross flow radiator with a separate header tank let alone a glass fibre or alloy body so the
only option was to build a body. The engine was put back in and was treated to a new Zenith
carburettor eventually the under bonnet petrol tank would be moved to the rear of the car.
Brackets were made to lower the radiator by 6 inches but this I was told would mean the bottom
part of the radiator wouldn’t work but in practice the radiator never boiled. Brackets were also
made to extend the chassis to carry the petrol tank and the rear of the body. Looking back these
brackets were over engineered but we used what material was available. I should mention here
that I had a good friend, Reg, who would do my welding. I would cut and shape the metal and
screw it to a board so that everything was held in place and then Reg would tack weld it together
before finally welding it.
The time had come to build a body. Now years ago someone had a fruit tree cut up into one inch
planks and these had been stored in Gramps workshop for at least twenty five years, obviously
the owner had either moved away or died so they were available and free. I built the framework
for the body the hard way using my handsaw and a joiners bow saw (I should point out that I was
a carpenter and joiner by trade. Unfortunately even at work we didn’t have electric drills or
jigsaws, things that we take for granted nowadays). The work on the framework stopped for
some time as I thought covering it in alloy might be in problem as I had a double curve on the

side. We were looking around the
paddock at Silverstone and Jackie
Stewart was driving Jem Marsh’s Ford
Ten engined Marcos and the gull wing
doors on this example were four
millimetre plywood. If it was good
enough for them it would be good
enough for my special so by joining the
panel on the curve I could sand it down
and make it look alright. I made the bulge
for my right foot by cutting layers of half
inch ply, each one having a smaller hole
and the final one being solid and then
gluing them together and a lot of work
with a spoke shave and glass paper
block. At the rear I shaped some blocks
of wood and glued these on, they had
polished alloy mouldings screwed to
them to make bumpers. I also fitted
imitation knock on spinners on the
hubs. I fitted stainless steel mesh
between the radiator and the chrome
shell. We made a remote gear lever
and a racing mirror was made from a
bicycle dynamo headlight, a piece of
mirror replacing the glass. From a Mr.
Ferguson, who advertised in Auto
Sport, I bought cycle type wings and
fitted these, as I couldn’t afford alloy
ones. Next I bought an ex W.D. wiring
loom from the Exchange and Mart and
stripped it down for the wire and ex
W.D. Butler spot lamps for the
headlights. These were fitted with
motorcycle bulbs to give me double
dipping. The side and rear lights came
at a discount from Wipac at nearby
Buckingham through a friend who
worked there. I bought foam and Vinyl
from Northampton market and made seat cushions and a backrest. Aero screens were made from
Perspex and plywood and glued in place. Eventually I got my father to paint it British Racing
Green in Valspar paint and he being a sign writer also painted the number plates.
After five years or so building the car
dad towed me up the road and she
started. We went out for a ride and the
clutch slipped a bit but it cured itself.
Next time out I was perhaps driving a
bit brisker and it turned out that the

back axle was hitting my chassis extensions on the bumps. This was cured, by welding a bar to
one end of a motorcycle spring, so that it could be jubilee clipped on the back axle and the other
end bolted to my chassis extension. This was done to both sides and cured the problem. I kept the
car for three months but I had moved on from my Velocette and had had a TA MG, which is now
in the Haynes Motor Museum and was running a split screen Morris Minor and I just couldn’t
afford to run two cars.
How times have changed!

After sitting giving out the 4 routes for the road run at the 90th Anniversary
Celebrations for a couple of days we were,at last, able to go on one ourselves
thanks to the chairman and co. ED

Pit Stop

The lunch stop

Photos Lesley Marriner

The Warwickshire Wander - Photos above and words by Edith Tibbs
On a bright sunny day in August a number of Austin 7s (11 in all) gathered at the
home of Ros and Tony Belcher for morning coffee, followed by a run covering the
route of one organised by Brem and Jenny for the 90th Celebration.
We travelled through the Warwickshire country side , green lanes, colourful
hedgerows and ripening cornfields( or something like that)!
Our lunch stop was at the top of Edge Hill with marvellous views. After a leisurely
lunch we proceeded back to the Belchers for a most welcome cup of tea.
One or two cars had slight “hiccups” requiring heads under bonnets.
On route we passed some notable landmarks, Compton Verney, Chesterton windmill
and Farnborough Hall, returning through Burton Dasset Country Park.
We met many old friends and made some new ones. It was like a tonic to Harold.
Our thanks to Tony and Ros, and Brem and Jenny.
Watch out for the next one on the

23rd September.

************************************************************************

Austin – a family affair
(The devil is in the detail)
The summer months (what summer!) have been a busy time in the garage with time on
my hands I was determined to finally get to the bottom of the intermittent charging
problem on the RK fabric. After checking the cut-out and dynamo the next obvious
gremlin could be the panel switch. I have a re-commissioned unit for the TT so decided
reluctantly to replace the original RK unit albeit on a temporary basis, still minimal
charging on the panel despite the dynamo chucking out 18volts. Not to be beaten I
made a few phone calls to see if anyone could at least pinpoint where to go next. The
source of the problem and subsequent solution was not expected. The RK has the three
brush dynamo and there have been reports that the third brush was in effect just
skimming the commutator through a weak spring hence the weak to variable current
flow. A little judicial work on the brush and the problem seems to be solved, certainly
on the road there is plenty of charge now.
Warwick event came and what an excellent weekend it was. On the Sunday we had a
family picnic spanning four generations; a real family affair well that was when Colin
and I could be prized from the auto-jumble, (grubby hands and various parts in tow).
Work on the TT is now gathering pace. I was fortunate to meet up with Chris Gould at
Warwick and he has proved invaluable in helping me source information for the GunnarPope car Harlequin. Chris came to see the car, his ‘eagle eye’ picked out every flaw and
inaccuracy whilst complementing on those areas where progress was good, I certainly
appreciated his constructive comments. It is important to get the detail right at the
beginning rather than have to undo work at a later stage. The car is a replica but built
to authentic detail as possible. One of the difficulties has been to find good enough
photos of a car that ran for less than twelve months and is recorded in only a handful of
events in 1930. At the time the Austin team cars were very idiosyncratic and

developmental, as a result, no two cars had the same overall specification or even body
finish.
I have now completed the ash seat and body frame, which will be fitted this week,
(after spraying the floor pan and bulkhead).

During September work will grind to a halt as we take a break in France we may call in
on the Angouleme Race Weekend something we have promised ourselves for some
time, however have never fancied making the long journey just for the weekend. The
race meeting around the ramparts of the old city is held on the Sunday and a more
leisurely tour of the villages in a cavalcade of cars takes place the previous day. It
would be great to take the TT next year so if we make it in 2012 this could be a dry run
for 2013.
Nearer to home Colin is not racing at Thorsby Park in Nottinghamshire in September but
will finish the Bert Hadley season at Curborough Circuit near Litchfield on 6th October.
Curborough is ‘our local track’ and it is usual to see up to 20 Austins of every shape and
size on the track. It is a very friendly weekend and the PWA7C will always make you
very welcome as you can wander around the pits.
Clive (and Colin)
In Terry’s Tips and Austin Family Affair any modification is fraught with compromise. The authors offer their solutions
in good faith.

For Sale….. Tyre Brand New 165 R13C 8PR, on a steel rim 14cm p c d 4 stud
(sticker still attached) suit trailer. £20
 All New To Clear, half price …… Austin Ruby MK2 seat box £100
Austin Ruby Saloon rain guttering £ 55 pair
Box Saloon RP Sliding Roof Panel £65
Keith Marriner 07961 323304
Box Saloon Rain Guttering £55
**********************************************

Ruby Mk 2 Body shell complete with wings, doors, bonnet, rad cowl, etc etc, including glass.
Needs some work but generally sound.
£380 ovno Tel: 01789 773758

COUGHTON COURT AND 90 YEARS OF THE AUSTIN 7 – WARWICK.
Sandra Francis
Due to ill health we haven’t been able to do as much as we would like with our Austin 7 but we
have managed the fabulous two events in the title.
Our thanks must go first of all to Andy Lowe who organised this Club event at Coughton. We
had a lovely day in unexpected sunshine and were even able to listen to the final of Wimbledon
whilst there sitting in the sunshine, courtesy of modern technology through Elaine’s iphone.
Coughton is on our doorstep but we had never visited before and we were surprised at what a
beautiful home it is and the amazing gardens
too.

We were determined to be at the Warwick 90 years of Austin 7 event but only managed the
Sunday. What a beautiful day, what an amazing number of Austin 7s in all shapes and sizes.
Every model ever made. Cars as far as the eye could see. It was a relaxed event with lots of
happy people enjoying the wonderful sunshine following weeks of rain, and it was a day to meet
up with old friends from far and wide.
The organisation was superb and our Club had put in a lot of hard work. Thanks to all the
Committee and members who helped to make this weekend so special. The jazz band who
entertained in the afternoon were fantastic too. And I loved all the goodies in the goody bag.
The Tea towel has been put to use but the mug is in a safe place (now where did I put it?).
I was cheeky and asked the official photographer if he would let me go with him onto the
balcony of the school where I had the most wonderful view of all the cars spread out in front of
me. It was breathtaking. As an added bonus he showed me how to use the panorama effect on
my new android phone. It took a better picture than my expensive camera! I couldn’t step back
far enough to get all the cars in but I had a good go.
On the next page I have added some photos in case there is room in the magazine for a collage –
If you were there I hope you can find your car! If you weren’t you missed a wonderful event. I
am sure the official photographs will be fantastic.

Cars as far as the eye can see.

Time for us to relax with friends and enjoy the sunshine but our extremely hard working
Chairman didn’t have time to sit
down.!!

Scottish Rally by Andrew Lowe
I didn’t go to Scotland last year as it clashed with VSCC Prescott. So I thought I had better make
amends this year. I trailered the TOP up behind the motor home on the Friday and arrived in time
for the welcome Bar b cue. After the fun they had lat year with the rain and needing a tractor to
tow vehicles off the field, they were well organised and prepared. There were boards down
forming an entrance road and a team whisked your trailer away, after you had unloaded the 7,
before you parked up or camped.
Saturday there was a run out from the site around the area. I took “Hamish” Morgan, complete
with bowler hat, as navigator. Some lovely lanes took us up
high to look down on the River Tay and the Tay Bridge.
Then down along the flatter areas alongside it, thought
some typical Scottish countryside, passed great Scottish
vernacular buildings. This led to lunch at The Dalmore Inn
where I counted 53 A7’s but there might have been more. I
had Soup and Sandwiches, which is typical for Scotland.
More of the same followed in the afternoon, including a
stop at a farm shop for ice creams (delicious). A hint of a
shower, and a stop to put the hood up to protect Hayden’s
bowler,seemed to ward the rest of it off; however we had spent most of the route circulating the
rain cloud but avoiding it.Then it was best finery for the
Ceiladh with an excellent live band. Much energetic
dancing, a look alike competition (hilarious!) and a whiskey
roll for three bottles and a raffle with numerous prizes.
Stagger off to bed.

Next morning the rally field was laid out and 70 plus
cars arrived of all types to be expected. Much to my
amazement I had ticked the wrong box and ended up in
the showroom class, a first for the TOP! I was asked to
present the prizes as my first official event as A7CA
Chairman !!!
Nervously accepting the offer, the rain held off until half way
through the presentation, so we all, yes ALL of us, adjourned to
the marquee and carried on. The rain having abated we gathered
around the farewell bar b que to consume the last of the previous
evening free bar.
Next morning, learning from last year, everyone worked together
and pushed and manovered all the motor homes , caravans and
vehicle off the field. My motor home battery chose this particular
time to die and I needed a jump start. Even after a night charge
at the relatives, it was still dead, so a new one was purchased. An excellent enjoyable event well
organised. Why not come up next year.?

Terry’s Tips
Driving you around the bend …. Safely
This month, in ‘Part Two’ on steering I want to concentrate on minimising the A7’s
ability to wander. Before checking the steering lets first identify the steering
parts. The steering box is connected via the drop arm to the drag link tube, which
has ball joints at each end (both are the same). The front end is fixed to the
steering arm, which bolts through the upper part of the right hand stub axle. The
stub axle pivots on the axle beam via a swivel pin/king pin. Movement is transmitted
to the opposite side through a track rod arm, track rod starting with the steering
wheel it may seem obvious but check for cracks in the spokes, the rim is secure and
the steering wheel nut is tight. Check there is no end float in the steering column
and that the top column bush has no excessive side to side movement. The column
has a worm gear at the bottom end, which engages with a worm wheel on the shaft
(also the drop arm on earlier models). Slack between these gears translates to
movement in the steering wheel. This can be adjusted out if the wear is not too
excessive, but as experienced A7 mechanics will be aware over-tightening the worm
gear will cause both excessive wear and make the car very stiff to turn on full lock.
Vince Leek has made a modification to the box by adding a roller bearing, which
virtually eliminates the ‘slack tight’ problem. Clive has put one on the TT car and
the results look very promising. Often overlooked are the bolts securing the
steering box, the three cover nuts and the drop arm nut.
At the end of the drag link tube are ball joints. They are secured to the drop arm
and steering arm by tapered studs locked in place with castellated nuts and split
pins. These ball joints are pre-loaded with a spring under the end cap. If they seem
a little soft (but not particularly worn) you can add shims or complete a
modification.
The modification to the drag link ball joints is made by adding adjusters. Depending
on your engineering skills the adjuster can be made in two ways.
Adjuster brazed to end cap
Drill ¼” hole in the end- cap, braze ¼bsf nut to the end-cap to take the adjuster
bolt and locknut. Make up the spring button as per the diagram below. Assemble
the ball joint with the bolt adjuster screwed out. To adjust, screw in until the pin is
locked then back off a quarter of a turn and tighten the lock nut.

Alternative method without brazing
Cut ½” disc from 2mm mild steel, drill a shallow countersink in the centre and then
indent with a blunt centre punch. Drill ¼” hole in the centre of the end cap insert
nut and locate on BSF bolt flush with nut. Stick button disc on spring with grease,
assemble and adjust as above.

The finished modification can be seen in the photo below

Track rod arm nuts securing the arms to the stub axle can work loose. They should
be fitted with spring washers and securely tightened. The track rod ends are
fitted with pins and bushes locked with small cotter pins. Any wear in these means
replacement, make sure the steering arms are not twisted as this causes premature
wear in the bushes and pins as does any misalignment in the track rod. This can be
corrected by slackening the clamp bolts on the track rod ends. Jack up the axle
and move the steering from side to side to allow the ends to realign. If this does
not result in free steering then you may have a bent track rod.

Final checks are king pins and bushes, hub bearing and steering arm.
When checking king pins check for any vertical movement as well as side
to side rock and make sure the cotter pin is tight. The hub bearings should run
smoothly with only a small amount of play. The most important
check is the steering arm, check for cracks usually in the corner where
it meets the stub axle, new arms are available or if your arm is ok you
can fit a brace for additional safety as in the above photo. Many of the tasks this
month seem to be mundane and straightforward but well worth spending a little
time checking.
Happy motoring.
*************************************************************************

by Paul Cooper
So let’s start with a quiz- what is the significance of the 29th of July to anyone in the
Austin 7 world?
Well, it is the date on which the Austin7 made its very first competitive appearance in
1922 at Shelsley Walsh Hill Climb, and it’s also its first appearance before the general
public.
At this time only three prototype A7s existed, these being XL1, XL2 and XL3( XL
terminology originally indicated experimental chassis, although Austin continued with
the XL parts numbering system into the mid20s.
These prototype cars had been exhibited at Austins Whitsun Carnival at the Works, but
Austin entered XL1 reg OK2950 (a works registration number) for the Shelsley Walsh
meeting on the 29th July and 30th in order to show the car to the general public and
demonstrate its capabilities.
XL1 climbed Shelsley in 89.8 secs, two up and driven by Lou Kings, Austins chief test
driver; remember that this was with the small 696cc engine. There is a photograph of
them rounding the Esses at Shelsley, with the crowds of spectators at the trackside- not
permitted these days- on Page 37 of the Source Book sand there are other versions
online. These photographs were taken on the 29th.
Now lets fast forward 90 years to 2012. A few weeks prior to the 90th Celebrations at
Warwick the realisation dawned on me that the MAC who run Shelsley Walsh were
holding their own Classic and Vintage Hill Climb on 28th/29th July. A few phone calls to
the great and the good in the A7CA indicated that it would be appropriate to attempt to
commemorate the 1922 appearance at Shelsley even though time was short. The
officials of the M.A.C. were very co-operative when approached and were well aware of
the long history of A7 competitive participation at Shelsley, but had already committed
to a number of other make clubs to make demonstration climbs during the lunch time
parades, and could only fit in two Austin7`s to make the climb on the 29th.
In order to have a car as close as possible to the proto type, the first car to climb was Robin
and Robert Boyce in their 1923 AB Chummy, followed at a respectful distance by Christine and
myself in our 1929 AE Chummy. Suitable commentaries and notes were provided by Robin and

myself covering the prototypes climb , the early production cars and their development and
evolution.
Thus another significant Austin 7 date was hopefully duly marked and just to add cream to the
cake, Spollen family`s recently acquired Jamison twin-cam Austin7 made several demonstration
climbs during the course of the day.

VSCC Prescott Hill Climb

by Andrew Lowe

This was the week after the Scottish rally this year and is considered the premier event of the
VSCC year. There was a good entry of 7’s, with 11 in the sports-car class and 3 more
supercharge cars in the next class up, three more in the special sports-car class and 8 more in the
racing car class.Quite an entry, with many other interesting cars. Saturday was practice, with
entertainment on the evening, and competition on the Sunday. The camping field across the road
was already quite wet and hadn’t dried out from
previous soakings. This rapidly turned into
quagmire and wellies were order of the day. The
parking field was saved for vintage vehicles and was
worth the visit without the racing. A great variety
were on display/being used for transport. I
particularly liked the
Crossley van with superb
period averts on the sides.

A small auto jumble of
suppliers, including Willie McKenzie and Tony Betts were providing
necessary supplies.

A new de butant in
the racing car class
was special built by
Nick Beck’s son from
the Bristol club. It
used a V engine off a
pacing motorbike from cycle races at a veladrome in an
ingenious chassis incorporating many A7 components in
interesting and unusual ways. Well worth examining and
playing spot the A7 bit. The weather became wetter again
and slowed progress for some and made it more exciting
for others. Many made their way home and to work on Monday, but had to be assisted by a
tractor to leave the camping field. I fact there was one to each of the three fields. Monday was
still very wet and I had to be towed off the field by a very large tractor.
Still an enjoyable event suffering it’s first real
soaking for a few years

*************************************************************************
As we were in the area pursuing another of our hobbies, we were invited by
Roger and Val Price to join the “Lichfield Lot” on a jaunt to Cley Mills
Pumping station, which was in steam. They also, very kindly,
lent us their Ruby for the day.
It was a lovely little gathering, very compact, but they had
a lot going on for youngsters and older ones too!
The volunteers were very welcoming and eager to
impart their knowledge, after which I needed the tea rooms!
Seriously it was a good day out. Thanks to the Prices. ED

2012 Autumn Leaves Run
A picturesque run around the Cotswolds to enjoy the autumn colours with a
lunch stop at a suitable hostelry, location tbc

On Sunday 28th October 2012
At 10.00am prompt
Start: The Ranch Caravan Park, Honeybourne. WR11 4PR
By kind permission of Mr and Mrs A Attridge

Finish: at Blackwell Village Hall CV36 4PE
By kind permission of Mrs Wendy Mace on behalf of the Blackwell V.H.Committee
Because the clocks will have just gone back, the run will be shorter than the Spring Run to
enable members to get home before their vehicle candles need a match. Sunset will be at 1640
hrs
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Car Entry Form

MA7C Autumn Leaves Run
Start: 10.00am. Sunday 28th October 2012
at The Ranch Caravan Park, Honeybourne
Finish: at Blackwell Village Hall
Name: ..............................................................
Address: ..........................................................
........................................................................
Post Code: .......................Tel: .........................
Vehicle Reg: ........................Model: .................
Pub Lunch / Picnic - Please circle your choice
Return to: R.Bremner-Smith. Tanglewood, Cleeve Prior, EVESHAM , WR11 8JY

To all members, this is your last newsletter unless you renew
your membership. Thank you
____________________________________________________
Midlands Austin 7 Club Ltd Membership

Application or Renewal Form
Your membership is due for renewal in September please renew promptly to ease
administration

Did you know you get
Reduced Rate Insurance?
Free advertising in your club newsletter
Monthly Newsletter and National Association Quarterly Magazine
Access to Spares and Social activities with like minded people
All for a Membership Fee of £24.00
To join please print c1early and sign form below also if new member please
tick Box
Members Name…………………………………………………………………Signatures…………………..
Address………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Post code…………………………….
Tel no…………………………………

Email address…………………………………………………….
Make

Model

Year

Chassis no

Reg no

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
. …………………………………………………………………………………………………

Please send your fully completed form with cheques made payable to:“Midlands Austin Seven Club Ltd” (MA7C Ltd)
To: John Roberts, 18 Oaktree Lane, Cookhill, Alcester, Warks B49 5LH.
Phone: - 01789 765349 before 9pm please!
Midlands Austin 7 Club Ltd, Company No: 6803165 Registered in England and Wales

